In vivo immunologic selection of proviral gene deletion variants from a nonproducer clone.
The mechanism by which tumors recur at sites of injection of retrovirus-infected fibrosarcoma cell lines was investigated. Previously, it was established that tumor recurrences reflect outgrowth of rare cells that lack viral antigens and are susceptible to superinfection with the homologous retrovirus. In the present study clones isolated from a retrovirus-infected cell line were evaluated as precursors for tumor recurrence. Under conditions of in vivo immunologic selection, a clone that contained a single abbreviated copy of the provirus formed variants that lacked the proviral gene. Tumor variants lacking the proviral gene grew progressively in both nonimmune and virus-immune male Sewall Wright strain 2 guinea pigs. Tumor recurrence could be prevented by superinfection of the virus-infected fibrosarcoma cell line or by superinfection of the precursor for tumor recurrence. Cell lines infected with retroviruses varied in frequency of tumor recurrence formation. This model may be useful in analyzing gene deletion as a mechanism of tumor escape from host immunologic attack.